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ABSTRACT. The best constants for Landau's inequality with the classical p-

norms are known explicitly only when p = 1,2 and oo. This is true for both the

discrete and the continuous versions of the inequality and for both the "whole

line" and "half line" cases. In each of the six known cases the best constant

in the discrete version is the same as the best constant for the continuous

version. Here we show that for many other values of p the discrete constants

are strictly greater than the corresponding continuous,ones. In addition, we

show that the "three norm version" of the inequality, established by Nirenberg

and Gabushin in the continuous case is also valid in the discrete case.

1. Introduction. The inequality under investigation here is

(1.1) ||Afez||g<q|z|p|A"x||?.

Throughout this paper we assume that A: and n are integers satisfying 1 < k < n,

1 < q,p,r < co. For x = {xj}j€m where M = Z = {■■■ — 2, -1,0,1,2,...} or

M = Z+ = {0,1,2,... } we have

IMI5=I>il*>        l<P<oo,
jeM

||z||oo =sup|zJ|,    jGM,        p = oo.

The operator A is the classical difference operator

(1.2) Ax = {xj+i-xJ}j€M,        A" = A(An-x),        n = 2,3,...;

a = (n-k-r~l + <7_1)/(n - r'1 +p_1), ß = 1 - a,

with the usual convention that s_1 = 0 when s = oo.

Inequality (1.1) is the discrete analogue of the well-known Nirenberg [1955] and

Gabushin [1967] continuous version

(1-3) ll2/(,c)ll,<^IMI^Il2/(n)llf.
In (1.3) the norm is the classical LP(J) norm with J = R = (—00,00) or J =

R+ = (0,oo):

= j \y(t)\pdt,

Mloo =esssup|y(t)|,        t G J.

\y\\PP= I  \y(t)\pdt,        l<p<oc,
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Nirenberg [1955] and Gabushin [1967] have shown that for given p,q,r, 1 <

p, q, r < oo and given J = R or R+ and a, ß given by (1.2) there exists a positive

number K such that (1.3) holds for all y in Wn(p,r;J) = {y G LP(J): y^1'1) is

locally absolutely continuous on J and i/™' G Lr(J)} if and only if

(1.4) nq-1 < (n-fc)p-1 +fcr_1.

Clearly if (1.3) holds with some positive constant K there is a smallest such

constant which we denote by K = K(n,k,q,p,r;J) to emphasize its dependence

on these quantities. The names of Landau, Hardy-Littlewood and Kolmogorov are

often attached to the following special cases of (1.3): (i) n = 2, k = 1, p = q =

r = oo, J = R+, (ii) n = 2, k = 1, p = q = r = 2, J = R+ and (iii) general n,k,

p = q = r = oo, J = R, respectively.

Similarly the best constant in (1.1) is denoted by C = C(n,k,q,p,r;M) with

M = Z or Z+.

The major purpose of this paper is twofold:

1. To show that C(2, l,p,p, p; Z) > K(2, l,p, p,p; R) for many values of p in the

range 3 < p < oo.

2. There exists a finite constant C such that (1.1) is valid if and only if there

exists a finite K in (1.3).

REMARK. We say that inequality (1.1) holds or is valid if (and only if) for given

integers n,k, 1 < k < n, given q,p,r, 1 < p,q,r < oo and given M = Z or Z+

there exists a positive number C such that (1.1) holds for all x in lp(M) satisfying
Anx G lT(M).

We also raise a number of questions about these inequalities.

2. The second-order case. In this section we assume that n = 2, k = 1

and q = p = r and use the notation C(p,M) = C(2,l,p,p,p;M), K(p,J) =

K(2,1, p,p,p; J). Even in these special cases the best constants are known explicitly

only for p = 1,2, oo. These results are summarized in

THEOREM 1. C(2,Z) = 1 = K(2,R), C(l,Z+) = ^/bj2 = K(l,R+), C(oc,Z+)

= 2, C(l, Z) = C(oc, Z) = C(2, Z+) = s/2 = K(l, R) = K(oo, R) = K(2, R+).

PROOF. Proofs of these results can be found in the references given in Kwong

and Zettl [1980].
It is interesting to note that the discrete constants are the same as the cor-

responding continuous constants in all six cases where they are known explic-

itly. Thus one might be tempted to conjecture that C(p, Z) = K(p, R) and

C(p,Z+) = K(p,R+) for all p, 1 < p < oo. That this is not so, at least for

the whole line case, is shown by

THEOREM 2.   For some values of p > 3 we have C(p,Z) > K(p,R).

PROOF. First we establish

LEMMA 1.   For 1 < p < 2 we have

(2.1) C(p,Z) >22lp~x

and for 2 < p < oo we have

(2.2) C(p,Z) >2l~2/p.
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PROOF OF LEMMA 1. A sequence x = (xj) is said to be P-periodic if P is a

positive integer such that for all j in Z

Xj + P = Xj.

For such a sequence x we define its "periodic lp norm" as

/>-i        \ l/p

\\x\\p,p =     S W]      '        l<P<oo.

Note that if x is P-periodic then so is Ax.

By Theorem 8 of Kwong and Zettl [1988] we have

(2-3) c(p,z)=sup J|A*5rM
||a;||p,p||A^x||p,p

where the supremum is taken over all nonzero P-periodic sequences x in l°°(Z)

with A2x ¿ 0 for all P = 1,2,3,....
Applying (2.3) to the 4-periodic sequences ... 0 1 0 -1... and ...11 -1 — 1...

we get (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. (Actually both (2.1) and (2.2) hold for all p,

1 < p < oo but are interesting only for the ranges of p indicated.)

It was shown in Franco, Kaper, Kwong and Zettl [1983] that

K(p,R)<U(p)

where

(2.4) U(p) = (q - 1)(2-*")*-

2(«-l)

2 < p < oo, p  1+qr  1 = 1, n= [(log2 q)   x] and [•] is the greatest integer function.

From (2.2) and (2.3) (see also Franco, Kaper, Kwong and Zettl [1983, p. 261]),

for p = 4 we get

K(4,R) < U(4) = (15/7)3/8 = 1.33082962 < 21/2 = 1.414214 < C(4,Z).

Similarly, we obtain

K(5,R) < U(b) = 447/125(ll/9)8/25(19/61)32/125

= 1.33222966 < 21_2/5 = 1.515717 < C(5, Z).

K(6,R) < U(6) = 519/108(19/11)5/18(59/91)25/108

= 1.39745611 < 21_2/6 = 1.587401 < C(6,Z).

REMARK 1. Numerical evidence strongly suggests that C(p, Z) > K(p, R) for

all p satisfying 3 < p < oo. In fact this follows from the lower bound (2.2) for

C(p, Z) and the upper bound U(p) for K(p, R) for every p in the range 3 < p < oo

for which we have made the computation including values of p up to p = 105. A

natural question to ask is:

QUESTION 1. Is C(p, Z) > K(p,R) for 1< p < 2 and for 2 < p < oo?
It seems to us that the upper bound U(p) of K(p,R) is "good" when p > 3

but not so good when p < 3. We expect that before question 1 is answered for

1 < p < 2 and 2 < p < 3 a better upper bound than U(p) needs to be found.
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The "half line" version of question 1 is

QUESTION 2. Is C(p, Z+) > K(p, R+) for 1 < p < 2 and 2 < p < oc?

In answering question 2 one is hampered by the lack of "good" upper bounds

for K(p,R+) and "good" lower bounds for C(p,Z+).

There seem to be no upper bounds comparable to U(p) known for K(p, R+) and

no lower bounds comparable to (2.1), (2.2) known for C(p,Z+).

Can the lower bounds (2.1), (2.2) be improved? or

QUESTION 3. Is C(p, Z) = 2l~2'p for 2 < p < oo?

QUESTION 4. Is C(p, Z) = 22'p~l for 1< p < 2?

3. The discrete inequality with three norms. Here we establish the dis-

crete analogue (1.1) of the well known inequality (1.3). The proof of the continuous

result (1.3) does not seem to be extendable to the discrete case. Here we use the

continuous result to prove the discrete case.

THEOREM 3. Let k and n be integers with 1 < k < n; let p,q,r satisfy 1 <

p,q,r < oo; let a, ß be given by (1.2); let M = Z or M = Z+. Then there exists a

positive number C such that

(1.1) ||Afcx||9<e7||x|£||A"x||?

for all x in lp(M) satisfying A"x G lT(M) if and only if

(1.4) nq~l < (n-Ä:)p_1 +fcr_1.

PROOF. Using standard approximation arguments it can be shown that

(3.1) C (n,k,q,p,r; z+j > K (n,k,q,p,r; R+ J .

This is done in Ditzian [1983], see also Kaper-Spellman [1987], for the case q =

p = r = oo with Z and R. Since the proof for the general case is similar, we

omit the details. Thus if (1.4) fails then C > K = oo. By this we mean that

(1.3) and consequently (1.1) are not valid. Assume condition (1.4) is satisfied. We

will show that (1.3) implies (1.1). For this it is sufficient to prove the case n = 2

since n > 2 then follows by induction. (The induction argument is not completely

straightforward—see Kwong and Zettl [1980] for details.) We proceed with the

"whole line" version of n = 2 i.e. M = Z. The case M = Z+ is similar and hence

omitted.

To relate the discrete case to the continuous case we use a construction due to

Ditzian [1983].

Given a sequence x = {xj}j€m define a function f = Tx on R by

(3.2) f(t) = Y x3BJ¡3(t),        t G R,

]€M

where B-¡¿ is the ß-spline of order 3 with support in \j,j + 3]. See de Boor [1978,

Chapter IX] for a discussion of P-splines. Then /' is the piecewise linear interpolant

of Ax and /" is the piecewise constant interpolant of A2x with constant value in

each (.M+ 1).
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/'(<)= ¿2 (Ax^-xP^W,

/"(í)=^(A2x)J_2P,,1(í).

jeM
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Thus if A2x G r(Z) then /" 6 Lr(R) and

(3.3) ll/"l IA^xIL

Now we show that there is a positive number A, independent of x and /, such

that

(3-4) <A||s

Note that each of Bj^(t) is a translate of B0,3 and has support in an interval of

length 3. Let M be a bound of Bo,3(t) then for 1 < p < oo

p _
p

oo

j=-oo

00        rj+l

lx7Pj, 3(i) + x]+iBj+h3(t) + Xj+2BJ+2t3(t)\p dt¿2    J \X3J
j=—oo   3

oo

<     Y    M"\Xj+ Xj+1 + XJ + 2 I
J = -oo

<3-Mp-22p-2   Y2   |^r = 3-22p-2Mp||x||p.
J = -oo

The proof of the p = oo case is similar.

Next we show that there is a positive number B, independent of x and /, such

that

(3-5) ||/%>P||Ax||g.

Since /' is the piecewise linear function joining the points (n, (Ax)„) we need

only show, when 1 < q < oo, that for some positive number D we have

rj+l

(3.6) /       \f'(t)\^dt>D(\(Ax)J\" + \(Ax)j+i\'').
J j

Let a = (Ax)j, b = (Ax)J+i.

Case 1. a and b have the same sign. Suppose a > 0, b > 0. Let /i denote the

straight line through the points (j, a) and (j +■ 1/2,0) and let /2 denote the straight

line through the points (j + 1/2,0) and (j + 1, b). Then

rj+l fj+l/2 ri+l

/ |/T>/ |/i|*+/
Jj Jj Jj+l/2

IM* = +
b"

2(9+l)      2(9+l)

A similar construction establishes the case when a < 0 and b < 0.   Hence (3.5)

holds with B = 1/2(9 + 1) in this case.
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Case 2. a and 6 have opposite sign. Suppose a > 0 and b < 0 and a > \b\. Let g

denote the straight line through the points (j, a) and (j + 1/2,0). Then

/     l/T > /
Jj h

M« = rTT—-TT >2(9+1) - 4(9+1)'

In the last step we used |6| < a. Clearly (3.5) follows from these inequalities.

The other subcases are established similarly as is the case q = oo.

Using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we have that for all x in lp(Z) such that i/0 and
0# Anx is in Zr(Z)

(3.7) l|Ax|lg    - <B~1A-      ll/,|lg   - <AB~lK.

\\x\\°\\ù?x\\? - H/ll^ll/"!^

REMARK. The proof of Theorem 3 i.e. inequality (1.1) yields an upper bound

for C in terms of K:

(3.8) (7(2,1,9,P,r; Z) < B~lAK(2, l,q,p, r; R).

Similar upper bounds for C in terms of K follow for n > 2 and all k, 1 < k < n.

However, these upper bounds for C are rough.
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